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Photo injector laser systems for linac based Free
Electron Lasers (FELs) sometimes have the capability of
generating pulse trains with an adjustable length. For
example, the currently installed laser at the Photo Injector
Test Facility at DESY, Zeuthen Site (PITZ) can generate
pulse trains containing up to 800 pulses. Repetition
frequencies are 10 Hz for the pulse trains and 1 MHz for
the pulses within a train, respectively [1].
Mostly due to thermal effects caused by absorption in
amplifier and frequency doubling crystals, pulse
properties are changing slightly within a pulse train and
also shot-to-shot, depending on the pulse train length. To
increase stability and repeatability it is desirable to run the
laser under constant conditions. To achieve this while still
being able to freely choose pulse patterns a pulse picker
can be installed at the laser output to sort out unwanted
pulses. A promising candidate for this functionality is an
acousto-optic modulator which currently is being tested at
PITZ. First experimental results will be presented and
discussed towards the possibility of including this device
into an FEL photo injector.

INTRODUCTION
A central issue for running high quality experiments
with a FEL is the stability of its output, requiring every
subsystem including the photocathode laser to meet set
specifications. In the case of an FEL with a multi-bunch
structure, e.g. FLASH and the European XFEL, where
each output event is a pulse train of varying length, the
stability criterion has to be met not only shot-to-shot but
also within each laser pulse train.
One critical part of the photocathode laser system is the
frequency quadrupling where the laser output wavelength
is converted from the near infrared (1030 nm) via green
(515 nm) into the ultraviolet (UV at 258 nm). This is done
in two steps with nonlinear crystals, each doubling the
laser wavelength. The second conversion step from green
into UV is done with a beta barium borate (BBO) crystal
which absorbs a tiny fraction of the converted UV light.
The resulting temperature variation in the crystal leads to
small but measurable variations of e.g. charge and delay
of pulses within a pulse train [2]. Absorption of light in
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the other conversion crystal and amplifier crystals of the
laser adds to this effect.
A possible solution to this problem is to let the laser run
constantly to stabilize the temperature of the crystals and
define the pulse trains by picking the appropriate pulses
behind the laser. Such a pulse picker may be realized
using a UV Pockels cell or an acousto-optic modulator
(AOM). This improves the situation because of the
difference in the physical processes: the wavelength
conversion in the BBO crystal is a nonlinear process
requiring high light intensity. Small variations in
operating conditions have big effects on arrival time and
conversion efficiency. The AOM on the other hand is
based on the linear acousto-optic effect, making it
possible to operate the pulse picker at low intensity,
which should, together with the low UV absorption of the
AOM material (quartz), reduce the influence of heating
enormously.
In order to prove the anticipated advantages
experimentally such an AOM is currently being tested at
the Photo Injector Test Facility at DESY, Zeuthen Site
(PITZ) and in the following we will first explain the
function of this device and then present initial
experimental results.

THE ACOUSTO-OPTIC MODULATOR
The function of an AOM is based on the acousto-optic
effect which is an interaction of light with a sound wave
[3]. An AOM is a device which utilizes this effect to
deflect a light beam as illustrated in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Function of an AOM.
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An RF wave with a frequency
f
typically betweeen 10
MHz and 1 GHz is cooupled into the device vvia a
transducer w
which convertss the RF signaal into an ultraasonic
acoustic wavve running thhrough the AOM.
A
This deensity
wave modulaates the refracctive index of the AOM crrystal
and thereby produces a ruunning opticall grating. Wheen an
optical beam
m is coupled into the AOM
M with the B
Bragg
angle it can be diffractedd at this gratin
ng very efficiiently
into the 1st orrder. The 1st order
o
is used as
a the AOM ooutput
because a very high contrast
c
ratio
o (ratio of light
transmitted iin the on-statee divided by light
l
transmittted in
the off-state)) can be achieeved compareed to the 0th oorder:
the 0th orderr has the highhest transmittaance (nearly 1100%
when the RF
F wave is offf) but this cannot
c
drop bbelow
about 10% fo
for practical deevices, giving
g a contrast rat
atio of
about 10:1. T
The 1st order, on the other hand, receivees no
light when the RF wavve is completely off, byy far
offsetting thee disadvantagge that less th
han 100% ligght is
diffracted innto this order in the on-sttate. Thereforre the
contrast ratioo for the 1st order is only
y restricted byy the
on/off-ratio oof the RF gennerator which can be very high.
By modulatinng the RF am
mplitude synch
hronized with pulse
arrival times, laser pulses can be transm
mitted with a ggiven
pattern.
The AOM
M used for thhe experimen
nts at PITZ iis the
35110-2-2444-BR (Gooch & Housego) model
m
which w
works
at optical w
wavelengths from
fr
244 nm
m to 260 nm.. The
crystal materrial is quartz which has a very low opptical
absorption inn the UV and the RF centre frequency i s 110
MHz. The m
minimal transm
mission rise tim
me is less thann 100
ns making itt possible to separate pulsses within 1 MHz
(FLASH) andd 4.5 MHz (E
European XFE
EL) pulse trainns.

EX
XPERIMENTAL RES
SULTS
The goal oof the initial testing was to verify the A
AOM
laser
functionalityy together witth the PITZ photocathode
p
and check ffor detrimentaal effects on laser and ovverall
linac perform
mance. In thhis chapter th
he most perttinent
results of theese tests are suummarized.

Figu
ure 2: Pulse selection withh AOM. Uppeer trace: laserr
pulsee trigger at 1 MHz
M repetitioon frequency. Middle trace::
AOM
M control envelope. Lower trace: AOM output.
o
Th
he diffraction efficiency waas measured with
w an energyy
meteer (Ophir Nov
va II with therrmal sensor head)
h
to 79%,,
mean
ning that with
h the RF signnal switched on
o about 80%
%
of th
he laser pulsee energy is ddiverted from the 0th orderr
(ligh
ht passing sttraight througgh the AOM
M and beingg
dum
mped in a beam
m stopper) intoo the 1st orderr, which is thee
AOM
M output.

Tran
nsverse and
d Temporal P
Profile
Affter checking the basic funnctionality of the AOM wee
started to look fo
or possible chhanges of thee laser outputt
caused by the diffraction
d
prrocess in thee AOM. Thee
transsverse laser profile was reccorded at a viirtual cathodee
posittion which is equivalent too the position
n of the PITZ
Z
linacc photocathode.
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Basic Funcctionality / Extinction
E
Ratio
R
For the first test a fast photodiode
p
waas connected tto the
output of thhe AOM to record
r
speciffic pulse seleection
patterns as shhown in Fig. 2.
2
The upperr trace of thiss scope outpu
ut shows the laser
pulse triggerr demarking positions
p
of laaser pulses, a pulse
train of eightt pulses with a repetition frequency of 1 MHz
in this case. The middle trace
t
represen
nts the enveloope of
the AOM R
RF input withh the AOM transmitting laser
pulses whenn the envelopee is at high level, which iis the
case for thee second throough the fifth
h pulse slots.. The
lower trace shows the phhoto diode siignal at the A
AOM
output. Here it can be seeen clearly thatt indeed, folloowing
the AOM ennvelope, onlyy pulses 2 to 5 are transm
mitted
while the othhers are supprressed. Pulse to pulse switcching
at 1 MHz w
was demonstraated with a contrast
c
ratio of at
least 500:1 w
with the meassurement of the
t latter restrricted
by the photo diode noise leevel.

Figu
ure 3: Transveerse laser proffile at virtual cathode withh
the laser used only
y (a) and withh the AOM insserted (b).
Th
he measured intensity in FFig. 3 is colour coded ass
indiccated on the riight hand sidee bar and it can
n be seen thatt
the shape
s
is unafffected by the A
AOM (the sm
mall differencee
in siize is caused by differentt laser beam line settings))
while the intensitty distributionn on the flat top is withinn
norm
mal fluctuations. Therefo
fore the AO
OM is nott
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influencing tthe ability too generate a transverse
t
flaat top
light distribuution on the phhotocathode.
We also cchecked the temporal
t
pulse profile with
th the
optical samppling system of
o the laser wiith results deppicted
in Fig. 4.

ure 5: Laser po
ointing stabiliity with the laaser used onlyy
Figu
(a) and
a with the AOM
A
inserted ((b).

Figure 4: Tem
mporal laser profile with the
t laser usedd only
(a) and with the AOM inseerted (b).
As in the case for the transverse pro
ofile, the tem
mporal
pulse profile is unaffectedd by the AOM
M as can be seeen in
Fig. 4. The rrise- and fall times
t
which could be influeenced
by dispersionn in the quartzz crystal are very
v
similar inn both
measurementts while the total pulse leength and flaat top
fluctuations aare within norrmal boundariies.

Th
he pointing staability of the laser is not deeteriorated byy
the AOM, possib
ble influencees of fluctuaations of thee
diffrraction grating
g position shoot-to-shot and movement off
the grating
g
during the pulse are small.

Elecctron Bunch
h Charge
Affter having confirmed
c
thaat the laser output
o
is nott
influ
uenced by the AOM we condu
ucted chargee
meassurements of the electron bbunches in th
he PITZ linacc
as sh
hown in Fig. 6.
6

The most important cheeck of possiblle influence oon the
laser quality is the measuurement of po
ointing stabiliity of
the laser beaam. Jitter of thhe laser beam
m translates dirrectly
to electron bbeam jitter and
a
has to be kept as loow as
possible to m
minimize e.g. emittance.
e
The pointing staability
was measureed by recordinng the laser beeam position w
with a
CCD cameraa with results shown
s
in Fig. 5.

Figu
ure 6: Measureed charge of tthe leading ellectron bunchh
as a function of th
he number of llaser pulses per pulse train..
Error bars show sttatistical errorr.
Th
he bunch chaarge was meaasured with an integratedd
curreent transform
mer; given is the charge of the leadingg
buncch of the train. This measurrement was co
onducted withh
a varrying number of laser pulsees for two AO
OM settings too
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investigate tthe effect off the laser lo
oad on the BBO
conversion ccrystal comparred with the corresponding
c
g load
on the AOM
M quartz materrial. While thee number of ppulses
actually geneerated by the laser was varried from 1 too 500
per pulse traain, the AOM was operated
d in two modees. In
the first it waas set to transm
mit only the leading pulse tto the
linac (blue curve, diamonds), while in the other modde all
pulses were transmitted by setting the gate length too 500
pulses (red ccurve, squares)). Both measu
urement seriess give
similar resullts within thee statistical measurement
m
eerrors
showing thatt the status of the AOM doees not influencce the
electron bunnch charge. Thhis measurem
ment illustratess also
how the AO
OM could im
mprove the quality of ffuture
experiments:: when measuring emittancee with the slitt scan
method it is necessary too adjust the number
n
of eleectron
bunches perr train durinng the expeeriment [4]. The
dependence of the charge on the numb
ber of pulses iin the
train which can be seen clearly in Fig
g. 6 will certtainly
influence thee final result. This
T can be prrevented by puutting
the number oof pulses emittted by the laseer to the maxiimum
number neeeded and conntrol the nu
umber of eleectron
bunches withh the AOM.
This wass investigatedd further by
y measuringg the
emittance dirrectly as detailed next.

Emittance
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The emittaance (for test purposes onlly the x planee was
considered hhere and thee measuremen
nt setup wass not
completely ooptimized leaading to elev
vated results)) was
measured ussing the slit sccan method [5].
[ While keeeping
the number of electron bunches
b
consttant at 5 withh the
AOM, the nnumber of laser pulses wass varied from
m 5 to
200 as shownn in Fig. 7.

X-Emittance measured
m
vs. number of laser
Figure 7: X
pulses. Errorr bars show staatistical error.
While thee error bars only represent the statiistical
measurementt error, the syystematic erro
or is small inn this
case since tthe measurem
ments were done within a few
minutes [4]. As can bee seen clearrly, the meaasured
emittance is dependent on
o the number of laser ppulses
originally geenerated by thee system. So, as it was exppected
after the chaarge measurem
ments the accu
uracy of emitttance
measurementts should be increased wh
hen using an A
AOM

umber of elecctron bunchees used for a
to choose the nu
meassurement.

SUMMA
ARY
Th
he acousto-optic modulatorr (AOM) is a device whichh
could help to incrrease the stabiility of FEL operation.
o
Thee
basicc operation is that of a pullse picker, sett between thee
phottocathode laseer and the phootocathode. While
W
the laserr
is ru
unning in a constant, stabble mode, arrbitrary pulsee
patteerns can be defined
d
with tthe AOM by
y utilizing thee
acou
usto-optic effect.
On
ne specific device was tessted at PITZ regarding itss
suitaability towards possible opperation at thee FLASH andd
Euro
opean XFEL free electronn lasers. Tesst results aree
summ
marized in thee following:
 The AOM iss capable to sselect individu
ual pulses outt
of a train an
nd suppress nneighbouring pulses in a 1
MHz pulse train with a contrast ratiio of at leastt
500:1. The diffraction
d
effficiency for seelected pulsess
is about 80%
%.
 Transverse and temporaal pulse proffiles are nott
measurably influenced
i
by the AOM.
 Laser pointin
ng stability is not deterioratted as well.
 The electron
n bunch charrge is indepeendent of thee
AOM gate leength.
In
n a preliminary
y test regardinng emittance measurements
m
s
it waas demonstratted that an AO
OM could hellp to increasee
meassurement accu
uracy by stabbilizing machine conditionss
durin
ng experimen
nts. With the AOM it waas possible too
obseerve that the measured em
mittance is sen
nsitive to thee
num
mber of generatted laser pulsees.
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